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THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
Censorship is the death of Democracy

Free expression is the key to free society, limiting it is the path to dictatorship

No democracy can survive censorship. If there is censorship, then each
individual cannot make his/her own decisions (voting decisions or
otherwise) on the basis of truth but only on the basis of whatever
passes through the censor’s filter, which is always whatever supports
the censoring regime and implants it evermore deeply into the public’s
mind — regardless of its actual truthfulness. Pg 1-4

Scandal-Ridden OPCW Now Using Twitter’s
“Hide Replies” Function

Online Harms Roadmap To
Censorship

“Online harms” is a loosely defined
catch all term being used to seize
control of what was an Internet free
market of ideas. Recently the UK State
announced it will not adopt Article 13
(or rather Article 17 - https://in-thistogether.com/the-european-union-is-officiallystupid/)

of the EU’s draconian
Copyright Directive. This was
welcomed by some. However, the UK
State has its own plans to censor the
Internet in the forms of its proposed
Online Harms legislation (OHL https://in-this-together.com/online-harmswhite-paper/). Pg 8-15

Explaining Syria

When Twitter first implemented its “hide replies” function last year I
published an article (https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/09/23/twitters-hidereplies-function-serves-to-appease-the-elitists-of-the-politicalmedia-class/ )
warning that it could be used by establishment narrative managers to
marginalize dissident voices and diminish the relatively egalitarian
nature of the platform. Pg 4-6

London Attack: Another Sacrificial ‘Known
Wolf’ in War on Terror
In yet another headline-grabbing terror attack – an armed man in south
London left several injured – some seriously – with the suspect himself
killed at the scene by police.
Entirely predictable was the fact that the suspect named as Sudesh
Amman was a known ‘terrorist’ – having been previously arrested,
tried, and imprisoned by UK criminal justice system for terror-related
offenses, only to be inexplicably released early. Pg 6-8

The first week in February was
memorable for the failed impeachment
of President Donald Trump, the “reelect me” State of the Union address
and the marketing of a new line of
underwear by Kim Kardashian. Given
all of the excitement, it was easy to
miss a special State Department press
briefing by Ambassador James Jeffrey
(https://www.state.gov/ambassador-jamesjeffrey-on-the-situation-in-syria/) held on
February 5th regarding the current
situation in Syria. Pg 15-18

Additional Articles
Yemen: UN Medical Air Bridge Little
More Than Saudi PR Stunt Say
Desperate Patients: Pg 18-20
Who is WHO’s Tedros Adhanom?: Pg
20-22
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Censorship is the democracy has no censorship.
death of Democracy This is why democracy is so

censored, no matter how vile it
is. Indeed, if it is vile, then it
needs to be exposed, not hidden;
rare. Almost every dictatorship because, if it is hidden, then it
Source: https://offcalls itself a ‘democracy’. But a will fester until it grows in the
guardian.org/2020/02/19/censorshipgovernment which calls itself
dark and finally becomes sprung
is-the-death-of-democracy/
“democratic” isn’t necessarily upon a public who have never
democratic, but more likely it
been inoculated against it by
By Eric Zuesse
has simply fooled its public to truth, and therefore the false
The public does have a mind, as think that it is one (such as the belief becomes actually
United States has by now been seriously dangerous and likely to
a collective constituting the
majority of the residents in the scientifically proven to be — an spread like wildfire, because it
had been censored before it
given land, which majority rules actual dictatorship https://archive.li/Kuuux
).
became public.
any democratic government. If
the government doesn’t really
Anyone who endorses
The most deadly infections are
represent the majority, it’s no
censorship is a totalitarian, a
those that grow in the dark and
democracy, at all, but instead
supporter
of
totalitarianism,
even
then become released upon a
represents other individuals, the
real rulers, who might be hidden. without recognizing the fact. If population who have no prethe person fails to recognize the existing protection against it.
fact that censorship is applied
Consequently, if a democracy
only in a totalitarian regime,
Every religion, and every evil
exists but a censor somehow
then
that
person
has
bought
into
regime, seeks to censor-out
becomes allowed, and emerges
the most basic belief of
whatever contradicts its
into existence in a given land,
totalitarianism:
the
idea
that
propaganda, and is therefore
then democracy will inevitably
censorship can be justified in
intrinsically hostile toward
be snuffed-out there, and
some
circumstances.
democracy, but the danger is
dictatorship will inevitably be
Dictatorships always pump that always being presented not by
the result — merely because
lie, so as to be able to continue the writers and speakers of the
censorship has been applied
to exist as a dictatorship.
propaganda, but by its publishers
there, which blocks some
(regardless of media: print,
essential truths (truths that the
rulers don’t want the public to There is no circumstance which broadcast, or online) — they are
the source of all censorship.
know) from reaching the public. ever can justify censorship,
unless one believes that
They are the censors. The people
Nothing is as toxic to democracy dictatorship is, or can be, good who select what to publish, and
instead of bad.
what not to publish, are the
as is censorship. Censorship
censors.
prevents democracy.
If you think that some
If a dictatorship already exists in censorship is good, then you The regime’s media are what
perpetrate censorship,
a given land, then it does so by have bought into the
fundamental belief that is
routinely, because those media
means of censorship, because
promulgated
in
any
are actually essential arms of
only by that means will the
dictatorship.
It’s
a
lie,
but
it
the dictatorship, even if they
public be willing to pay taxes to
the regime and to go to war for it fools the majority of people, in are not directly owned by the
government but instead by the
and to kill and die for it. Without a dictatorship.
clique who actually possess
censorship, none of that could
No
writing,
nor
any
other
control over the government
happen, except in an authentic
statement, should ever be
because they possess control
democracy. An authentic
1
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over the mainstream (and
its agents. What goes on behind
much of the non-mainstream) the scenes is hidden from the
media and thus the public’s
American public, not really in
mind in a ‘democracy’ in order order to protect them, but purely
to make it the dictatorship that in order to deceive them
it actually is.
(https://theduran.com/how-u-s-and-its-

of its mainstream-media
international news reporting to
be worse than that in some
countries which rank near the
very bottom of the list. I
consider the ranking-system to
allies-enforce-their-lies-for-wars-and- be slanted toward U.S. and allied
dictatorships/).
Much has been written about
countries. If anything, U.S.
how this censorship has been
receives far too favorable a
The
deception
of
the
American
perpetrated in the post-WW-II
“Press Freedom” ranking, and
people, and of the residents in all should be listed somewhere near
(post-26-July-1945 of the U.S. Government’s
https://archive.fo/sKLQr#selectionthe very bottom — at least as
861.0-861.12) U.S.A., such as here foreign vassal-states (or ‘allies’) regards truthfulness. But its
(https://www.counterpunch.org/2016/1 in Europe and elsewhere, is
scoring below almost every
1/30/the-cia-and-the-press-when-the- extreme
other industrialized nation
washington-post-ran-the-cias(https://theintercept.com/2019/01/20/b already places it far lower than
propaganda-network/), and here
eyond-buzzfeed-the-10-worst-mostthe country’s myth about itself
(http://carlbernstein.com/magazine_ci embarrassing-u-s-media-failures-ondoes, regarding “Press
a_and_media.php), and here
the-trumprussia-story/), in all fields
Freedom.” And heroic
(https://archive.fo/43cXq), and here of international relations.
whistleblowers, such as
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
Assange, experience the very
v=fWkfpGCAAuw). (All of that has Whereas Julian Assange was the
worst of it.)
been censored-out from the
world’s strongest enemy against
major media — they don’t report censorship (TCTT editor note: I
The solution to the problem of
that they represent the regime
do not believe Assange is
lies is not censorship, it is
instead of the public.) As a
genuine, see here for details banning censorship.
consequence of that censorship https://tcttnews.files.wordpress.com/20
20/01/hero-or-fraud-edit1.pdf), he
against truth
has been almost ten years now On 7 June 2019, the need for
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
under some form or another of this seemed even clearer to me
v=GGHXjO8wHsA), history is
imprisonment, including solitary after Russia’s RT headlined on
being revised to be ‘history’
that date “Glenn Greenwald rips
(https://archive.fo/sKLQr) so as to confinement and torture, all
liberals who ‘beg for
without ever having been
portray a false ‘reality’
censorship’”
(https://www.greanvillepost.com/2018/ convicted of anything, and all
(https://www.rt.com/usa/46134205/09/are-michael-isikoff-and-david- because he is an enemy against
tucker-carlson-youtube-censorshipcorn-cia-agents/) to people today. censorship instead of a flak for
greenwald/), and that brilliant
censorship. And Twitter and
lawyer and investigative
And there are numerous other
other ‘social media’
journalist presented powerfully
examples of this
(https://archive.fo/EN808) are hiding
the case against any censorship
(https://thesaker.is/further-proof-u-s- from the public — censoring —
at all. As one can see from the
uk-france-committed-war-crime-on-14- the sheer outrageousness of it
accompanying video interview
april-2018/), by the U.S. regime, all.
there of him, Greenwald was
each instance, of which lying, is
like a force of nature, in that
affirmed as being truth by the
(The United States in 2019
video, or (to use a different
regime’s agents
ranked #48 out of the 180
metaphor) a huge dose of mental
(https://theduran.com/update-on-the- nations on the Press Freedom
draino for clogged minds.
mh17-case/), but is actually
Index. That’s worse than almost
nothing more than vicious lies all industrialized nations.
that are spread by the regime and However, I find the truthfulness This also means that issues of
2
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libel and slander are only to be
addressed in the civil courts
(https://thesaker.is/should-publishinglies-be-a-crime/), and not, at all, in
the government’s prosecutions,
the criminal courts.

allowed to censor.)

governmental positions or
background — would qualify
individuals as being “experts” on
the given topic.

On print or broadcast media,
every news-piece will be
controlled in real time by its
audience so as to determine what If a terminal degree isn’t a
the questions are and then to
qualification for expertise on a
All censorship needs to be
bring into the presentation
topic, then what is? Aren’t
banned. The question therefore randomly selected scientifically government officials supposed
becomes: How can this be done? qualified experts regarding each to be relying on them? And if,
That’s a question I have never such question.
for example, the topic is Syria,
seen discussed, perhaps because
then shouldn’t all individuals
it is being censored. It’s a very For example: on the question of who have terminal degrees on
serious question. Any ‘political climate-change (TCTT editor
Syria be the “experts” who are
science’ which exists that has no note: a real scientist Dr. Willie invited, on a randomized basis,
extensive literature about this
Soon on climate change to comment to the public about
https://www.bitchute.com/video/0PwSy
question is fake. Perhaps draino
Syria-related issues?
jW3Pn5Y/), the experts would be
for clogged minds is needed
individuals who have terminal If that were the case, then — for
especially for scholars.
graduate-level degrees in each of example — perhaps many
Things are worse than we know, the related climatology subAmericans would know that the
specialties
because censorship exists.
U.S. and NATO “began
Maybe censorship is pervasive. (https://archive.fo/RfPRj#selectionoperations in April/May 2011 to
933.0-1045.3), such as those listed organize and expand the
So: I shall venture a solution to at Wikipedia, but also in
dissident base in Syria,”
essential
related
fields
such
as
this problem: By law, all media
(https://archive.is/NG4Li)
economics (an important
which discuss national and/or
“organizing defectors in Syria,”
climatological
sub-specialty
international affairs will fire all
and “smuggle US weapons into
editors and producers of “news,” that’s not listed there).
Syria, participate in US
but not the employees who have
psychological and information
only managerial, presentational, If, indeed, over 90% of
warfare inside Syria” to produce
climatologists
agree
and/or stylistic assignments, and
regime-change there, and that
(https://archive.fo/RfPRj#selectionwill replace these people (all
Syria had never posed any threat
933.0-1045.3) that man-made
personnel who select what to
to U.S. national security, yet the
global
warming
is
a
reality,
then
present and what not to present)
U.S. has invaded it for over
by a randomized algorithm being the result of this method of
eight years. And Barack Obama
selecting
the
“experts”
who
will
applied to each topic, so that, if,
was hoping for such
be presented is that that
for example, something is
opportunities to overthrow
viewpoint
will
be
represented
by
entered into a search-box, then
Syria’s Government even when
the order or presentation of the over 90% of the experts — and he became President in 2009
findings will be listed either (at this outcome would not be
(https://archive.fo/uAVEW).
controlled by the given ‘news’the user’s selection) from
earliest-posted to latest-posted, medium, nor affected by its
If the American public didn’t
advertisers.
or latest-posted to earliestknow those things at the time,
posted, but not by anything that
then perhaps America’s
In
other
words:
only
the
subjectis chosen or determined by the
censorship was total — which
matter and academic
search-engine itself. (In other
would indicate how absolutely
qualifications
—
no
words: no search-engine will be
crucial a randomization of the
3
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public’s information-sources is,
so as to replace the power that
the existing mainstrean ‘news’media have over the public’s
mind, in America, and in its
vassal-nations (which don’t yet
include Syria).

who vocally supported
You will not be surprised to
(https://twitter.com/neeratanden/status/ learn that the tweet
1175022156541059072?s=20) the
(https://twitter.com/CarlJohanMagnus/
implementation of the function. status/1228381658258296833?s=20)
which the OPCW’s Twitter
What I absolutely was not
account has chosen to hide is
expecting, as paranoid and
critical of the organization:
conspiracy-minded as I am, was
If the public do not have
a highly regarded UN-associated
unprejudiced — which means international chemical watchdog
entirely uncensored —
group using the function for that
information presented
purpose.
routinely to them, then
democracy isn’t even possible. As of this writing, if you go to
the Twitter account
That “#wikileaksdoumareport”
With this method, there still
(https://twitter.com/OPCW) for the hashtag in the hidden tweet
would be a system of exposing Organisation for the Prohibition refers to the leaks
lies. But censorship would not of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), (https://wikileaks.org/opcw-douma/)
be a part of that.
you’ll see this tweet
which have been pouring out
(https://twitter.com/OPCW/status/1227 from the OPCW
Anyway: that is one proposed
594827035967493) at the second
(https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/
way of replacing censorship, and from the top:
medias-deafening-silence-on-latestovercoming dictatorship. How
wikileaks-drops-is-its-own-scandalmany politicians are proposing #OPCW Joins @IUPAC Global ad0d28fe0c5c) adding to the
such changes? Why aren’t any? Women’s Breakfast #GWB2020 mountain of evidence
Are all of them afraid of the
#WomenInScience
(https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/
dictators? Is there no basis for #GenderChampionshttps://www. the-12-strongest-arguments-thatdouma-was-a-false-flaghope, at all?
opcw.org/mediacentre/news/2020/02/opcw- 77d300b495c2) that the US, UK
joins-iupac-global-womens- and France bombed the Syrian
Scandal-Ridden
government in 2018 as a
breakfast …
retaliation for a chemical
OPCW Now Using
log on to Twitter and go weapons attack in the town
Twitter’s “Hide Ifto you
that tweet and click this little Douma which did not occur.
Whoever is in charge of the
Replies” Function button, it will take you to a
OPCW’s Twitter account does
section of “hidden replies”
Source:
(https://twitter.com/OPCW/status/1227 not like the lowly commoners
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2020/02/1
talking about this on their page.
594827035967493/hidden) which
9/scandal-ridden-opcw-now-usingaren’t visible on the main tweet.
twitters-hide-replies-function/
Here’s an OPCW tweet
(https://twitter.com/OPCW/status/1227
By Caitlin Johnstone
535842778001408) from a week
ago which has the same issue:
When I wrote it I was imagining
the function being used by overt
Today, #OPCW women build
manipulators like cable TV
chemical bonds to symbolise the
pundits and Washington Post
diverse and inclusive workforce
columnists, and think tank
needed to achieve
operatives like Neera Tanden
4
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#ChemistryForPeace at the
@IUPAC Global Women's
Breakfast. #GWB2020
#WomenInScience
#GenderChampions
Click the same little button to
view hidden replies
(https://twitter.com/OPCW/status/1227
535842778001408/hidden) and
you’ll see three of them on this
one, again all discussing the
scandal-ridden Douma
investigation:

whose leaks poked giant holes in
the official Douma narrative.
This smear job has been ripped
to shreds in an article by
Grayzone‘s Aaron Maté
(https://thegrayzone.com/2020/02/11/n
ew-leaks-shatter-opcws-attacksdouma-whistleblowers/), who in

his
trademark style systematically
debunks the organisation’s
attempts to spin the
whistleblowers as incompetent
outsiders who tried to
manipulate the Douma
investigation for no clear reason.
OPCW: Independent
Investigation into Possible
Breaches of Confidentiality
Report Released
https://www.opcw.org/mediacentre/news/2020/02/opcwindependent-investigationpossible-breachesconfidentiality-report …
https://twitter.com/OPCW/status/12254
65454065524738

If you go to that OPCW tweet
(https://twitter.com/OPCW/status/1225
465454065524738) and scroll down
you’ll see dozens of spaces
where replies ought to be, with
the message “This reply was
It doesn’t seem to happen if
I myself posted the reply
hidden by the original Tweet
you’re not logged on to your
(https://twitter.com/caitoz/status/12254
account, and seems to express author,” meaning hidden by the 74719173885952) that got the most
differently on different browsers, author of the initial top tweet by likes and retweets back when the
the OPCW. I’ve archived
but if you log in and scroll
OPCW first shared its smear job,
through the OPCW Twitter page screenshots of the entire thread but in a strange twist on
here (https://imgur.com/a/drkxFvx) as
you’ll find many tweets with
Twitter’s “hide replies” function
it looks from my account as of
hidden replies, almost all of
it doesn’t show up in the main
this writing, but here’s a small
which directly pertain to the
thread or in its “hidden replies”
sample of what the top of the
Douma scandal.
section. Other users also say
replies section looks like on that
they can’t see it in either section.
The OPCW tweet which appears tweet:
So as things are right now it
to have the largest number of
looks like some posts in threads
replies is the smear job they
with a large number of hidden
released earlier this month
replies are just disappeared
attacking the whistleblowers
5
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entirely, which is all the more
information be brought into the
incentive for narrative managers light.
to use it.
Tim Hayward
There are already many users in
Readers need to click on
the comments objecting to the
“hidden replies” to see how this
OPCW yet again making use of is going down with an informed
opacity to silence dissident
public.
voices, and understandably so. https://twitter.com/opcw/status/1
Ever since the first Douma leak
225465454065524738 …
https://twitter.com/Tim_Hayward_/stat
in May 2018
us/1229814918393815040
(https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/

The Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons is acting like a
narrative management
operation because that is what
it has become: a tool to help
the US-centralized empire spin
narratives favorable to preexisting regime change
agendas like the one it has long
had for the Syrian government
(https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/

confirmed-chemical-weaponsassessment-contradicting-officialsyria-narrative-is-authenticfbcbf7ef281a) this organisation

the-us-empire-has-been-trying-toregime-change-syria-since-longbefore-2011-40d4e6648d54). That’s

These deliberate acts of
obfuscation make no sense if
has you look at the OPCW as an
been stonewalling journalists,
independent international
refusing to answer crucial
investigative body whose sole
questions, smearing its own
interest is truth and the
investigators and denying them a elimination of chemical
platform to speak, all after
weapons, but they make perfect
hiding from the public the fact sense if you see it as a narrative
that there had been large
management apparatus of the
amounts of internal dissent
US-centralized empire. The US
regarding its Douma
government already has an
investigation. This dissent
established history
included unanimous agreement (https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/10/
29/the-usas-history-of-controlling-thebetween four toxicologists
(https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/ opcw-to-promote-regime-change/) of
manipulating the OPCW into
medias-deafening-silence-on-latestwikileaks-drops-is-its-own-scandalfacilitating the advancement of
ad0d28fe0c5c) that no chlorine
pre-existing regime change
attack occurred in Douma, and agendas in the Middle East, and
reports that some 20 OPCW
not one
inspectors
(http://archive.is/YHAzd#selection(https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/ 403.136-407.258) but two
deluge-of-new-leaks-further-shreds(https://thegrayzone.com/wpthe-establishment-syria-narrativee5ba3ba9b44b) had voiced

how it behaves, so we should
ignore all narrative spin and
assume that that’s what it is
until its behavior changes. As
long as it continues walking
like a duck and quacking like
a duck, we should continue to
assume that it’s a duck.
The OPCW has been hiding
replies on Twitter, yes. But at
least it has stopped hiding what
it is.

London Attack:
Another Sacrificial
‘Known Wolf’ in
War on Terror

content/uploads/2020/02/HendersonTestimony-UN.pdf) whistleblowers

objections to the way the Douma have separately attested that US
investigation was taking place. government officials were
The OPCW had no business
hiding all this information from
the public about an event which
led to an act of war against a
sovereign nation, and it has no
business hiding the public’s
attempts to demand more

brought in by OPCW leadership
(in violation of the
organisation’s supposed
independence) to persuade them This latest incident in London was so
that the Syrian government had entirely preventable that it is difficult
to describe it as anything less than
committed a chemical weapons
deliberate.
attack.
Source:
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https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/02/1
3/london-attack-known-wolf-terroristin-war-on-terror/

By Tony Cartalucci
The London Telegraph in its
article, “Streatham attack
knifeman named as Sudesh
Amman who had a previous
terror conviction,” would report
regarding his earlier conviction
that:
Alexis Boon, then head of the
Metropolitan Police Counter
Terrorism Command, said at the
time of his conviction that
Amman had a “fierce interest in
violence and martyrdom”.
He explained: “His fascination
with dying in the name of
terrorism was clear in a notepad
we recovered from his home.
Amman had scrawled his ‘life
goals’ in the notepad and top of
the list, above family activities,
was dying a martyr and going to
‘Jannah’ – the afterlife.
Also predictable was the fact
that this known ‘terrorist’ would
once again menace the public –
being only the most recent
example in a string of headlinegrabbing terror attacks
(https://metro.co.uk/2019/11/29/london
-bridge-attacker-links-terror-groupsknown-police-11244011/) carried out

by similar suspects similarly
known to police and intelligence
organizations, but otherwise
inexplicably allowed to menace
the public.
Major terror attacks in France
and Belgium were likewise
carried out by suspects entirely

known to local police and
regional intelligence
organizations.

agencies for years, some even
imprisoned one or more times
for terror-related and/or other
violent offenses, some even
Not only are these suspects
having traveled overseas to fight
known to Western authorities, alongside Western-backed
but they are also affiliated
terrorists in Libya, Syria, Iraq,
with Western-sponsored
Yemen, and beyond.
terrorist organizations most
notably Al Qaeda, its various The Guardian in an article titled,
franchises, and the so-called “France passes new
Islamic State in Iraq and Syria surveillance law in wake of
(ISIS) which have for nearly a Charlie Hebdo attack,” admitted
decade served as proxies in
then that the French government
Western-engineered regime
alone had over 1,400 people
change wars aimed at Libya, under watch, including hundreds
Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Iran, and of terrorists who have recently
beyond.
returned from fighting alongside
Western-backed terrorists in
The latest incident in London
Syria, Iraq, and Yemen.
was so entirely preventable that
it is difficult to describe it as
Among these monitored
anything less than deliberate.
potential risks were in fact the
suspects behind the “Charlie
It is only a matter of time before Hebdo shooting.”
politicians begin spinning and
exploiting the incident – using it Slate Magazine would report in
to shape policy both foreign and their article, “The Details of
domestic – allowing analysts to Paris Suspect Cherif Kouachi’s
better understand why such an 2008 Terrorism Conviction,”
entirely preventable act of
that:
violence was allowed to unfold
nonetheless.
Kouachi was arrested in
January 2005, accused of
planning to join jihadists in
From London to Paris:
Iraq.
He was said to have fallen
The West’s Selfunder the sway of Farid
Perpetuated Terror
Benyettou, a young “self-taught
preacher” who advocated
As seen in nearly every terror
violence, but had not actually
attack in recent years both in
yet traveled to Iraq or
Europe and North America
committed any acts of terror.
including high-profile incidents Lawyers at the time said he had
like the “Charlie Hebdo
not received weapons training
shooting” and the Garland,
and “had begun having second
Texas attack, the alleged
thoughts,” going so far as to
suspects all have one common
express “relief” that he’d been
thread – they were all already
apprehended.
under the watch of security
7
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Kouachi and his brother would
be reported to have traveled to
the Middle East to receive
training from Al Qaeda, then to
have fought in Syria in a war
backed in part by France, before
returning home and carrying out
their grisly terror attack, all
while being tracked by French
intelligence.
If Kouachi previously could be
arrested for “association with
wrongdoers with the intention of
committing a terrorist act,” why
wasn’t he arrested immediately
upon his return to France for
having subsequently received
and employed military training
by a terrorist organization?
CNN would report in an article
titled, “France tells U.S. Paris
suspect trained with al Qaeda in
Yemen,” that:

French security agencies then
expenditures in blood and
more than adequately identified treasure for wars abroad.
the “Charlie Hebdo shooting”
perpetrators as potential threats Terrorists are indeed a threat to
and tracked them for years
the peace and stability of society.
beforehand. More recently,
So are those interests that
British authorities were more
perpetuate them either by
than well aware of the danger
actively supporting them, or
Sudesh Amman posed to society. passively allowing them to carry
out violence. For the British
The problem is instead what
government – it is guilty of both
appears to be a deliberate effort – and in the case of this recent
to keep these terrorists roaming attack in London – it really
freely among society. Free to
doesn’t matter whether it was
join Western-backed mercenary police negligence or a deliberate
forces abroad to fight in the
act of violence facilitated
West’s various proxy wars, and covertly by the state – it could
free to commit heinous acts of have and should have been
terror at home, both serving the prevented. Now the public must
singular agenda of expanding
ask why it was not.
Western hegemony abroad while
preserving the primacy of select
Online Harms
special interests at home through
Roadmap To
divide and conquer politics and
the use of fear as a political
Censorship
weapon.

Western intelligence officials are
Source: https://in-thisscrambling to learn more about Whichever side of the political together.com/online-harms-roadmapto-censorship/
possible travel of the two Paris divide the general public finds
terror attack suspects, brothers themselves on regarding
By Iain Davis
Said and Cherif Kouachi, with terrorism at home and the West’s
new information suggesting one endless wars abroad there should
Having released its Online
of the brothers recently spent be common ground everyone
time in Yemen associating with can meet on regarding what is Harms White Paper, the State
al Qaeda in that country, U.S. either unforgivable negligence ran a public consultation from
April 2019 to July 2019. Only
officials briefed on the matter and incompetence or equally
told CNN. Additional
unforgivable, deliberate efforts 2,400 responses were received
information from a French
to perpetuate a deadly terrorist which is understandable
because, despite the State’s
source close to the French
threat.
claims it engaged in widespread
security services puts one of the
consultation, unless you were
brothers in Syria.
In either case, attacks like
those in France and Belgium following these developments
closely, you wouldn’t have
The problem that led up to the or this more recent event in
“Charlie Hebdo shooting” – or the UK are exploited – used to known much about it.
any high-profile attack since – paralyze the public with fear
In any event it wasn’t much of a
was clearly not a lack of
and coerce them to accept
intelligence or surveillance.
growing constraints on their consultation. The questions were
freedom at home and growing very carefully constructed to
make voicing concerns about
8
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freedom of speech extremely
difficult. You needed to get
creative with your responses in
order to do so. This was no
accident. The proposed OHL is
based upon some outright
dictatorial assumptions and, in
its Initial Consultation Response
(https://www.gov.uk/government/consu

If you didn’t think the State
should regulate the internet at all
and are opposed to them seizing
control of what was hitherto a
free and open public square, you
are confused. Alas, despite the
fact that 84% of the people who
responded were ordinary
members of the public, many
ltations/online-harms-whiteexpressing their objection to the
paper/public-feedback/online-harms- basic premise that the State has
white-paper-initial-consultationthe right to regulate the Internet,
response), the State make it quite
the State thinks they’re just
clear it doesn’t care what people
stupid people who don’t
think about the risks to freedom
understand the risks of Online
of speech.
Harms.
For those who refused to be
constricted by the tightly framed
questions in the consultation, the
State reports:
“A notable number of individual
respondents to the written
consultation disagreed with the
overall proposals set out in the
White Paper. Those respondents
often seemed not to engage with
the substance of questions on
the specific proposals, but
instead reiterated a general
disagreement with the overall
approach…..which seemed to
attract a relatively large amount
of confusion in responses. For
these respondents, it was
therefore difficult to delineate
between an objection to the
overall regime and an objection
to the specific proposal within
the question.”

some way from the final OHL
but we can take pretty clear
pointers regarding where this is
all heading. Speaking of its
response the State says:
“While it does not provide a
detailed update on all policy
proposals, it does give an
indication of our direction of
travel”
Indeed it does. Straight towards
mass censorship of the Internet.

The State has gone to
considerable lengths to cover up
In fact we might ask if the State this trajectory with faux
understands what the risks of
concerns about child welfare and
Online Harms are. Its proposed terrorism. We’ll get to terrorism
legislation isn’t based upon
in a moment.
anything but its own research
and so far it hasn’t defined what Obviously the public understand
“harm” actually means. It talks a the need to protect children
lot about “illegal” and “not
online. A discussion about how
illegal” content but it hasn’t
best to achieve this is warranted.
defined those terms either. These However, while the proposed
key definitions are entirely
OHL offers various strategies to
absent from the White Paper and make the Internet safer for
remain conspicuously elusive in children and vulnerable adults,
the State’s response to its
none will be anywhere near as
meaningless consultation with effective as properly funded law
people whose opinions it’s not enforcement, empowered to
interested in.
actually arrest and prosecute
paedophiles and abusers, no
Not that this was pointless
matter who they are. A judicial
exercise for the State. It has
system that doesn’t let
quite clearly learned much from paedophiles off with fines
it. Most notably how to hide its (https://www.swindonadvertiser.co.uk/
news/18223184.magistrates-giveintent with more aplomb.
Although it is still abundantly swindon-paedophile-three-yearclear what that intent is, if you community-order/) but rather
imprisons them, and keeps them
care to look.
there, would be quite handy too.

Using Child Abuse As An
No such measures are suggested
Excuse For Censorship by the UK State. Instead its
Priti & Nicky: State Spokeswomen

The consultation response is
9

focus is upon its proposed OHL
which, coincidentally, also
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means censorship. The State
suggests that age assurance, and
age verification technologies
should be used to keep children
safe online. This will require
Internet users to prove their
identity before “logging on.”
Trusting the tech giants with the
kind of verified data that opens
bank accounts. What could
possibly go wrong?
(https://www.theguardian.com/news/20
18/mar/17/cambridge-analyticafacebook-influence-us-election)

State is serious about
protecting children. It isn’t,
but it is serious about
censorship, which is why it is
firmly proposing everyone
needs to be “verified” before
they can use the Internet.
Access that will undoubtedly
be withheld for the wrong
people who say the wrong
things. So it is with relief that
we learn the State and its
intelligence agencies are
working hard on the verification
system:

the State is seemingly content to
make bizarre claims about what
a fantastic job it imagines it is
doing. It is as if reality has failed
to reach Whitehall.

“Work is already underway with
the VoCO (Verification of
Children Online) project, a
cross-sector research initiative
undertaken in partnership
between DCMS, HO and
GCHQ, exploring the concept of
age assurance as a risk-based
approach to recognising child
users online.”

paedophile rings -

The terrifying scale of the child
grooming gangs, the prolific
abuse of children in the care
system, the destruction of police
officers careers (if they are ever
brave enough to investigate
prominent paedophiles https://www.wiltshire.police.uk/article/
1167/Operation-Conifer-SummaryClosure-Report or establishment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=EjJeQSfFhj8) the incarceration

of survivors who make
allegations, the perpetual
disappearance of all the evidence
from State custody and the
sexualisation of children through
the education system, are all
No doubt identity cards will be
taking place in a parallel
useful here. So there should be
universe of which the State has
no problem when you have to
no knowledge whatsoever. As
show your papers.
It would be good to know more
far as it is concerned it’s doing
about the VoCO project.
an excellent job protecting
Tech UK, a trade organisation Unfortunately, there is no
children. It just needs to do
for the UK technology industry, mention of it at all
more, which means censorship.
are among many who have
(https://www.gov.uk/search/all?
expressed significant concerns keywords=Verification+of+Children+
about this proposal. They report Online&order=relevance) on the UK
(https://www.techuk.org/insights/opini State’s information portal. It
ons/item/16818-government-onlineseems, in order for us to “verify”
harms-response-more-questions-than- Internet users, the “project”
answers):
creating that mechanism must be
completely hidden from public
“It is unclear……how it could scrutiny. It is reassuring to note
impact the commitment for the focus on transparency in the
Government not to restrict
State’s response to the
adults’ ability to view, share and consultation.
post legal content. The proposal
to rely on age assurance and Rather than properly resourcing
age verification technology is a units dedicated to catching
worrying development”
paedophiles or setting
The survivors of the previous
meaningful judicial guidelines, generation’s horrific, widespread
Tech UK have assumed the
10
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abuse are currently enduring the
farce that is the State’s
ludicrously named Independent
Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse
(IICSA - https://www.iicsa.org.uk/).
An inquiry whose own terms of
reference
(https://www.iicsa.org.uk/termsreference) make it completely
incapable of adding anything to
the fight to stop the rampant
paedophilia infesting every
corner of the UK, at every level
of society.
With IICSA the State once again
decided that it was only looking
at failures and mistakes. While
these are important
considerations, it seems clear
that it is unwilling to find and
prosecute the scoria responsible
for these heinous crimes. In fact,
it appears to go to some lengths
to protect them:
“All personal and sensitive
information will be
appropriately protected; and
will be made available only to
those who need to see it…….It is
not part of the Inquiry’s function
to determine civil or criminal
liability of named individuals or
organisations.”
Even identified failings have
overlooked some obvious
institutional commonalities
(https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/nott
ingham-common-purpose-effect-revisited) found deeply embedded

in nearly all of the supposed
mistakes. This doesn’t appear to
be a genuine inquiry at all. It
looks far more like a whitewash.
To imagine that the State is
capable, or even willing, to

tackle child abuse is absurd.
That it is now using it to
justify the roll out its
censorship grid is nauseating.

up, being one of many such
“settled” diaspora. If it is so
concerned about UK terrorists
maybe it should stop housing
them here?

The Terrorism Canard
I don’t know if you’ve noticed,
but practically every single
terrorist that strikes these shores
is known to the intelligence and
security services. They claim to
foil hundreds of attacks every
year but we have no evidence,
and therefore absolutely no
reason, to believe it. If their
claim is true, then prosecutions
are extremely rare by
comparison. On balance, the
evidence shows only that the
apparatus of the State knows the
terrorists well but doesn’t stop
them until they’ve killed people.

The LIFG: Based in the UK

Oddly enough, despite all the adhoc commercial censorship and
de-platforming going on at the
moment, terrorist groups like al
Qaeda have no problem at all in
spreading their propaganda
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XfExRlYyyOM). Often the MSM
do this for them, calling them
rebels or freedom fighters
(https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/worldmiddle-east-45460486). Whereas,
people who question official
narratives about terrorist attacks
quickly find themselves deplatformed and their accounts
The State has a long and well
blocked. It seems questioning
documented history (https://interrorism and terrorist events is
this-together.com/islamist-extremistsverboten. Promoting them isn’t.
proxies-of-the-west-part-3/) of
working with terrorists. Entire
There is no evidence at all
communities of terrorists have
(https://in-thisbeen housed in the UK by the
together.com/misinformation-virus-aState. The al Qaeda affiliated
lesson-in-disinformation-from-theLIFG community (https://offbbc/) that terrorists emerge
guardian.org/2017/05/25/sorted-bybecause they use the Internet. If
mi5-how-uk-government-sent-britishit were the case then we should
libyans-to-fight-gaddafi/) in the UK,
have seen a rise in the number of
among whom the alleged
terrorists in the West during the
Manchester Arena bomber grew
Internet age. Not the broad
11
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decline
that. Freedom of speech and
(https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/te expression are indivisible from
rrorist-incidents?
democracy, without one you
tab=chart&time=1970..2017&country cannot have the other. If the
=Western%20Europe) we have
State is aiming to censor free
actually experienced. The former speech, which it is, then it is
U.N. Special Rapporteur Ben
building a dictatorship.
Emmerson issued a report
There’s no escaping that fact.
(https://www.adc.org/wp-

all to compete, or at least find
their niche. Within the necessary
legal protections against libel,
incitement and so forth, it is a
relatively open playing field
where people are still free to
speak and share information.

content/uploads/2017/01/ADC_2016Special-Rapporteur-Report-CVE-OnePager.pdf) to the U.N. in which he

There is no widespread clamour
from the public to regulate the
Internet, despite the claims of
said:
the mainstream media (MSM).
The vast majority of the UK
“There is no authoritative
statistical data on the pathways public have no idea what is
coming.
towards individual
radicalisation.”
The so called scourge of “Fake
News” is most pronounced
The most complete scientific
review of the research literature within the MSM. They
into radicalisation was carried frequently pump out fake stories
(https://in-thisout by a team at Deakin
together.com/misinformation-virus-a-

University
lesson-in-disinformation-from-the(https://www.researchgate.net/publicat bbc/) and even make entire fake
ion/326585283_The_3_Ps_of_radicali
documentaries (https://offsation_push_pull_and_personal_A_sys
tematic_scoping_review_of_the_scienti guardian.org/2017/06/14/even-morefic_evidence_about_radicalisation_int evidence-of-fakery-in-bbc-savingsyrias-children-doc/). These are
o_violent_extremism). They too

found no evidence that
Facebook, Twitter or Instagram
turned people into terrorist. The
factors leading individuals to
commit acts of terror are far
more complex than the State
would have you believe. Just
like the claim of protecting
children, the State’s specious
assertion that censoring the
Internet will keep us safe from
terrorism is based upon
nothing but its own desire to
control it.

However, we have seen a lot of
de-platforming and limitation of
free speech, by the social media
giants, mainly in response to
mounting State pressure. As
private companies they are
entitled to do so if they wish,
just as users, in a free market,
can migrate to other platforms if
they don’t like the censorship.
Presently, alternatives remain
possible (https://steemit.com/).
Despite rigging search results
(https://blog.searchmetrics.com/us/bre
xit-google-search/), the independent
media is just about surviving in
this waning free market.

always designed to meet a
political agenda because, first
and foremost, the MSM serve
the State and its owners. If they
ever stray off the path the State
orders them to desist
(https://dsma.uk/how-the-systemThe proposed OHL is designed
works/). The MSM are fully
to ensure it doesn’t. For the State
onboard with the censorship grid
to pretend it values the plurality
because it is all about protecting
of a free and independent media
their business model from the
is risible.
ravages of the free market.

In its response the State tells us
Currently, the Internet is
that the scope of OHL will be as
nominally a free market. It is
follows:
Assuming Dictatorship certainly dominated by some
powerful global corporations,
“The ‘duty of care’ will only
but it is essentially a natural free
apply to companies that
Widespread censorship means market, both in economic terms
facilitate
the sharing of user
dictatorship. It’s a simple as and of ideas. There is room for
12
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generated content, for example treated with the derision it
through comments, forums or deserves.
video sharing.”

The chosen few rule the many
and claim the authority to spew
out this kind of dictatorial
aberration. While we persist
with the delusion that this is a
democratic choice, nothing will
ever change.

This encompasses all social
media platforms, so switching
over to those trying to protect
free speech won’t work. All will
be regulated. By including every
Nothing Has Changed
website who has a comment
section, or any operating forums,
There are natural limits on
nearly every independent media A threat to national security apparently freedom of speech and
site, blog and those individuals
expression, perhaps best
who make comments, are
What we read in the Initial
encapsulated by the definition of
targeted for online exclusion.
Consultation Response
legitimate harm within John
(https://www.gov.uk/government/consu Stuart Mill’s harm principle
The State makes it clear that it ltations/online-harms-white(https://in-thisintends to seize control of every paper/public-feedback/online-harms- together.com/antisemitism-and-whywhite-paper-initial-consultationonline space where people
we-need-to-talk-about-it-part-1/).
exchange information and ideas. response) is a never ending stream These natural limits arise when
of dictatorial assumptions:
If the State doesn’t like those
speech directly causes real
ideas it will switch off their
“We will make sure the benefits physical harm, by purposefully
access:
of technology are spread more inciting violence for example.
“The White Paper set out that
the regulator will have an
escalating range of powers to
take enforcement action against
companies that fail to fulfil their
duty of care – including notices
and warnings, fines, business
disruption measures, but also
senior manager liability, and
Internet Service Provider (ISP)
blocking in the most egregious
cases.”
Therefore, as we are about to
discuss, the burgeoning network
of independent media outlets on
the Internet, eating away at the
State’s MSM monopoly, are to
be ended. The State wants
control of all information and is
determined to take it by force.
Consequently, any expressed
belief in the free market by the
State is a conceit that should be

widely and shared more fairly.”
“It is essential that we get the
balance right between a
thriving, open and vibrant
virtual world, and one in which
users are protected from harm.”
“We are continuing to work at
pace to ensure the right
regulatory regime and
legislation is in place.”
Prompting the question, who is
this “we?” The Tories said they
would pass this legislation in
their manifesto and just over
29% of the population voted for
them. Meaning nearly 71%
didn’t. This is the consequence
of living in a so called
representative democracy, which
is nothing like real democracy
(https://in-this-together.com/thebritish-constitution-deception-part-1/).
13

This is already illegal in the UK
and the proposed OHL adds
nothing to existing laws
prescribing incitement,
defamation, child grooming,
terrorism or hate speech. There
is no identifiable need for further
laws censoring the Internet.
What is most needed is
enforcement of the ones we’ve
already got.
Instead the State offers us some
sort of woolly concept of
“harm.” Quite clearly designed
to mean whatever it wants it to
mean and to be defined on a case
by case basis, as the State sees
fit.
To illustrate this ambiguity we
are told it has made great effort
to protect freedom of speech and
expression. Seeing as this is our
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birth right, united and annexed,
there would be no need to
protect it if the State wasn’t
intending to ignore it. Rather
than openly admit its censorship
agenda it says:

(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.u supports. All the flimflam
k/government/uploads/system/uploads/ about protecting vulnerable
attachment_data/file/779882/021919_ people, especially children, is
DCMS_Cairncross_Review_.pdf),
precisely that. What it intends
intends to get at our children and to do, as it always does, is
teach them what it calls “media silence all criticism of State
literacy.” The State will educate policies, decisions and actions
our children:
“Regulation will establish
and strengthen its propaganda
differentiated expectations on
machine.
“[to]
think
critically
about
the
companies for illegal content
and activity, versus conduct that things they come across online At this stage, we can only
(disinformation, catfishing etc), assume that “not illegal” means
is not illegal but has the
and how the terms of service disinformation. Though caution
potential to cause harm.”
and moderating processes can is advisable because we don’t
be used to report harmful
The Online Harms White Paper
know what “legal content” is
content.”
(https://in-this-together.com/onlineeither. As the OHL comes into
harms-white-paper/)

was very much
concerned with OHL to tackle While its creates its Komsomol,
online disinformation. When the it is clear “disinformation” or
confused people told the State rather “not illegal” content
causes harm as far as the State is
they didn’t like its excuse of
concerned. Seeing the
disinformation to justify
Cairncross Review is key, we
censorship, the State quickly
need to look to that to
cottoned on and dropped the
word but not the intent. Rather, understand the State’s intention:
we have a new term “not
“Online platforms should be
illegal.” Following the State’s
encouraged not only to
consultation with the public,
downgrade or remove
nothing has changed.
disinformation, but also to
prioritise or give prominence to
high-quality news.”

We will not commit online harm

In its evasive, word salad
response “disinformation” gets
scant mention. We learn the
State, based upon the
recommendations within the
Cairncross Review

“High quality news” is the
never ending stream of
propaganda, fake news and
terrorist sympathy emanating
from the MSM. Always
carefully ensuring they never
question power to any
significant extent, save in the
most frivolous, headline
grabbing manner.

force let’s hope the State defines
it. It’s not looking too promising.
Cairncross defined
disinformation as follows:
“The term “fake news” is used
in this Review as shorthand for
both ‘disinformation’ and
‘misinformation’.
Disinformation is the deliberate
creation or dissemination of
false and/or manipulated
information that is intended to
deceive and mislead audiences,
either for the purposes of
causing harm, or for political,
personal or financial gain.
Misinformation is the
inadvertent spread of false
information.”
Inspired by this vagary, we
haven’t got a clue what “causing
harm” means, the State gets a bit
more specific in its consultation
response:

“The government expects
This is the real priority of the companies to take action now to
the State. It couldn’t care less
tackle harmful content or
about the welfare of children,
activity on their services. For
as IICSA demonstrates, nor
those harms where there is a
tackling the terrorists it
14
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risk to national security”

Whether you agree with
truth will be tolerated. End of!
challenging State narratives or
So it seems harmful content is not, only the alternative media,
Explaining Syria
anything the State judges to be a with extremely rare but welcome
risk to “national security.” We exceptions
can narrow this down further
(https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/arti
cle-7793253/PETER-HITCHENSbecause the State has already
reveals-evidence-watchdoggiven some examples in the
suppressed-report-casting-doubtWhite Paper regarding what it
Assad-gas-attack.html), are doing
considers to be a threat to
so. A cottage news industry
national security.
which has grown because the
MSM don’t question power. One It's everyone's fault except the U.S. and
“After the attempted murder of
that has been making its own
Israel
Sergei and Yulia Skripal in
way in a free market of ideas
Salisbury in March 2018, the
Source:
and content.
Russian State led a concerted
https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/explainin
disinformation campaign to
g-syria/
The State is going to shut it
distract from their culpability.
down because it won’t do what
By Philip Giraldi
This included the use of state
its told and doesn’t show it
media and covert social media
sufficient respect. Yet the State Jeffrey is the United States
accounts to sow over 40
does so while making fatuous Special Representative for Syria
different narratives as to what
claims that it believes a free
Engagement and the Special
happened.”
press is essential for
Envoy for the Global Coalition
democracy. If this proposed
to Defeat ISIL. Jeffrey has had a
As usual, there is no evidence at
legislation tells you anything it distinguished career in
all (https://in-this-together.com/noshould be that the State has no government service, attaining
evidence-of-a-large-scale-russianregard for democracy and no senior level State Department
disinformation-operation/) of this
intention of facilitating one.
large scale Russian
positions under both Democratic
disinformation campaign. It
and Republican presidents. He
You
may
think
everything
the
appears to be just another State
has served as U.S. Ambassador
State tells you is true, are able to both Turkey and Iraq. He is,
excuse for censorship.
Questioning the State’s infantile to ignore all the evidence to the generally speaking, a hardliner
contrary, and believe that it
fairy tale, that is its official
politically, closely aligned with
account of the Skripal incident really cares about protecting Israel and regarding Iran as a
(https://www.theblogmire.com/categor children and tackling
hostile destabilizing force in the
y/sergei-skripal/), is precisely the terrorism. However, that won’t Middle East region. He was
kind of evidence based inquiry it stop the State censoring you if between 2013 and 2018 Philip
intends to censor off the Internet. and when you ever decide to Solondz distinguished fellow at
question it. The censorship
the Washington Institute for
won’t diminish. Once tyranny Near East Policy (WINEP), a
is free, there’s no putting it
think tank that is a spin-off of
back in its cage. Believing this the American Israel Public
regime will only apply to the Affairs Committee (AIPAC). He
Internet is woefully naive.
is currently a WINEP “Outside
Author” and go-to “expert.”
The State has decided it has
exclusive possession of the
Professor John Mearsheimer of
truth and no challenge to its
15
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the University of Chicago and
Stephen Walt, academic dean at
Harvard University ‘s Kennedy
School of Government, describe
WINEP as “part of the core” of
the Israel Lobby in the U.S.
They examined the group on
pages 175-6 in their
groundbreaking book The Israel
Lobby and US Foreign Policy
and concluded as follows:

a “regime.” And the U.S.
permitted to continue. Israel had
presence is to “help Israel.” So suspended nearly all of its
we have Ambassador James
airstrikes in the wake of the
Jeffrey leading the charge on
shoot down of a Russian aircraft
Syria, from an Israeli
in September 2018, an incident
perspective that is no doubt
which was caused by a
compatible with the White
deliberate Israeli maneuver that
House view, which explains why brought down the plane even
he has become Special
though the missile that struck the
Representative for Syria
aircraft was fired by Syria.
Engagement.
Fifteen Russian servicemen were
killed. Israel reportedly was
“Although WINEP plays down Jeffrey set the tone for his term deliberately using the Russian
its links to Israel and claims that of office shortly after being
plane to mask the presence of its
it provides a ‘balanced and appointed by President Trump own attacking aircraft.
realistic’ perspective on Middle back in August 2018 when he
East issues, this is not the case. argued that the Syrian terrorists Russia responded to the incident
In fact, WINEP is funded and were “. . . not terrorists, but
by deploying advanced S-300
run by individuals who are people fighting a civil war
anti-aircraft systems to Syria,
deeply committed to advancing against a brutal dictator.”
which can cover most of the
Israel’s agenda … Many of its Jeffrey, who must have
more heavily developed areas of
personnel are genuine scholars somehow missed a lot of the
the country. Jeffrey was unhappy
or experienced former officials, head chopping and rape going with that decision, saying “We
but they are hardly neutral
on, subsequently travelled to the are concerned very much about
observers on most Middle East Middle East and stopped off in the S-300 system being deployed
issues and there is little diversity Israel to meet Prime Minister
to Syria. The issue is at the
of views within WINEP’s ranks.” Benjamin Netanyahu. It has
detail level. Who will control it?
been suggested that Jeffrey
what role will it play?” And he
In early 2018 Jeffrey coreceived his marching orders
defended his own patently
authored a WINEP special report during the visit.
absurd urging that Russia,
on Syria which urged “…the
Syria’s ally, permit Israel to
Trump administration [to]
Two months later James Jeffrey continue its air attacks by saying
couple a no-fly/no-drive zone
declared that he would like to
“We understand the existential
and a small residual ground
see Russia maintain a
interest and we support Israel”
presence in the northeast with “permissive approach” to allow because the Israeli government
intensified sanctions against the the Israelis to attack Iranian
has an “existential interest in
Assad regime’s Iranian patron. targets inside Syria. Regarding blocking Iran from deploying
In doing so, Washington can
Iran’s possible future role in
long-range power projection
support local efforts to stabilize Syria he observed that “Iranians systems such as surface-tothe area, encourage Gulf
are part of the problem not part surface missiles.”
partners to ‘put skin in the
of the solution.”
game, drive a wedge between
Later in November 2018 James
Moscow and Tehran, and help What Jeffrey meant was that
Jeffrey was at it again, declaring
Israel avoid all-out war.”
because Israel had been
that U.S. troops will not leave
“allowed” to carry out hundreds Syria before guaranteeing the
Note the focus on Iran and
of air attacks in Syria ostensibly “enduring defeated” of ISIS, but
Russia as threats and the referral directed against Iran-linked
he perversely put the onus on
to Assad and his government as targets, the practice should be
Syria and Iran, saying that “We
16
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also think that you cannot have
an enduring defeat of ISIS until
you have fundamental change in
the Syrian regime and
fundamental change in Iran’s
role in Syria, which contributed
greatly to the rise of ISIS in the
first place in 2013, 2014.”

blinded by his own
past… And we’re seeing not just
presumptions to be unaware of the Russians but the Iranians
that is astonishing. It is also
and Hizballah actively involved
interesting to note that he makes in supporting the Syrian
no mention of the U.S. invasion offensive… You see the problems
of Iraq, kneejerk support for
right now in Idlib. This is a
Israel and the unrelenting
dangerous conflict. It needs to
pressure on Syria starting with be brought to an end. Russia
the Syrian Accountability Act of needs to change its policies.”
As virtually no one but Jeffrey 2003 and continuing with
and the Israeli government
embrace of the so-called Arab He elaborated, “We’re not
actually believes that Damascus Spring. Most observers believe asking for regime change per se,
and Tehran were responsible for that those actions were major
we’re not asking for the
creating ISIS, the ambassador
contributors to the rise of ISIS. Russians to leave, we’re
elaborated, blaming President
asking…Syria to behave as a
Bashar al-Assad for the cycle of Jeffrey’s unflinching embrace of normal, decent country that
violence in Syria that, he
the Israeli and hardline
doesn’t force half its population
claimed, allowed the
Washington assessment of the to flee, doesn’t use chemical
development of the terrorist
Syrian crisis comes as no
weapons dozens of times against
group in both Syria and
surprise given his pedigree, but its own civilians, doesn’t drop
neighboring Iraq.
in the same interview where he barrel bombs, doesn’t create a
pounded Iran and Syria he
refugee crisis that almost
He said “The Syrian regime
asserted oddly that “We’re not toppled governments in Europe,
produced ISIS. The elements of about regime change. We’re
does not allow terrorists such as
ISIS in the hundreds, probably, about a change in the behavior HTS and particularly
saw an opportunity in the total of a government and of a state.” Daesh/ISIS emerge and flourish
breakdown of civil society and
in much of Syria. Those are the
of the upsurge of violence as the Some of James Jeffrey’s
things that that regime has done,
population rose up against the comments at last week’s press and the international community
Assad regime, and the Assad
conference are similarly
cannot accept that.”
regime, rather than try to
illuminating. Much of what he
negotiate or try to find any kind said concerned the mechanics of Well, one has to conclude that
of solution, unleashed massive relationships with the Russians James Jeffrey is possibly
violence against its own
and Turks, but he also discussed completely delusional. The core
population.”
some core issues relating to
issue that the United States is in
Washington’s perspective on the Syria illegally as a proxy for
Jeffrey’s formula is just another conflict. Many of his comments Israel and Saudi Arabia is not
recycling of the myth that the
were very similar to what he said touched on, nor the criminal role
Syrian opposition consisted of when he was appointed in 2018. in “protecting the oil fields” and
good folks who wanted to
stealing their production, which
establish democracy in the
Jeffrey expressed concern over he mentions but does not
country. In reality, it
the thousands of al-Nusra
explain. Nor the issue of the
incorporated terrorist elements terrorists holed up in besieged legitimate Syrian government
right from the beginning and
Idlib province, saying “We’re
seeking to recover its territory
groups like ISIS and the alvery, very worried about this.
against groups that most
Qaeda affiliates rapidly assumed First of all, the significance of everyone admits to be terrorists.
control of the violence. That
Idlib – that’s where we’ve had
Jeffrey should be so ignorant or chemical weapons attacks in the Virtually every bit of “evidence”
17
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that Jeffrey cites is either false or AbdulKhaliq Abbas was
Council (NRC) said that move
inflated, to include the claim of overjoyed when he heard the
comes too late. The NRC
use of chemical weapons and the much-hyped news that the
confirmed that thousands of
responsibility for the refugees. Saudi-led coalition was finally Yemenis had been handed down
As for who actually created the going to allow humanitarian
a death sentence when the
terrorists, that honor goes to the flights to take off from Yemen’s Saudi-led military coalition
United States, which
Sana’a Airport. Finally, he
waging a war on Yemen closed
accomplished that when it
hoped, his five-year-old
down the Sana’a International
invaded Iraq and destroyed its daughter Rua’a could travel
Airport in 2016. “Today’s move
government before following up aboard a long-promised UN
comes too late for thousands of
by undermining Syria. And, by flight to get medical care abroad. Yemenis who died waiting to
the way, someone should point Today, Abbas is back to square leave the country for urgent lifeout to Jeffrey that Russia and
one, frustrated that the longsaving care,” NRC’s Yemen
Iran are in Syria as allies of its awaited flights have not
Country Director, Mohammed
legitimate government.
proceeded as promised.
Abdi said, adding, “Many more
are still waiting to get the
Ambassador James Jeffrey
Last week, the United Nations healthcare they need.”
maintains that “Russia needs announced that an air bridge
to change its policies.” That is would finally begin to evacuate Director-General of Sana’a
not correct. It is the United
Yemenis to Jordan for medical International Airport, Khalid alStates that must change its
treatment following two years of Shaif said two flights that have
policies by getting out of Syria negotiations between the Houthi taken place were not part of a
and Iraq for starters while also government in Sana’a and
medical air bridge but were
stopping the deference to
Saudi-led Coalition. So far, Just cherry-picked cases that flew out
feckless “allies” Israel and
two flights have taken place, the on the UN special envoy’s own
Saudi Arabia that has
first on February 3 and the
plane. “In fact, there is no air
produced a debilitating cold
second on February 8. The UN bridge in the country as the
war against both Iran and
promises that more operations United Nations and coalitions
Russia. Another good first step will take place in the coming
countries claim. Just cases
to make the U.S. a “normal,
days, transporting patients to
evacuated by the special envoy’s
decent country” would be to
either Egypt or Jordan for
plane. There are no medical
get rid of the advice of people specialized care.
aircraft that have taken off or
like James Jeffrey.
landed at Sana’a airport so far.
Lise Grande, United Nations
Patients have also not been
Coordinator in
scheduled [for flights] by the
Yemen: UN Medical Humanitarian
Yemen described the move as a United Nations,” al-Shaif said.
Air Bridge Little very important step “It’s a day of
It shows that everyone
Every day, the blockade on
More Than Saudi hope.
wants the people who need help Sana’a International Airport,
PR Stunt Say
to get that help,” Grande said, imposed by the Saudi-led
“The key is to have
coalition and supported by the
Desperate Patients adding,
many flights, bigger planes so United States, has killed dozens
that the people who need aid
of times as many people as the
Source:
https://www.mintpressnews.com/yemen can get to the places where they much-hyped coronavirus. In
-un-medical-air-bridge-saudi-prwill receive it.”
2016, the Coalition — which
stunt/264944/
controls all Yemeni airspace —
However, the humanitarian non- began allowing only UNBy Ahmed Abdulkareem
profit the Norwegian Refugee chartered planes to take off from
18
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the facility. The blockade has
prevented thousands of sick
Yemenis from leaving the
country for medical urgent care
and stopped medicine and
equipment from getting in. This
on top of the fact that the
Coalition, supported by the
United States, has severely
damaged health care systems in
Yemen, disrupting people’s
ability to treat both chronic and
communicable diseases and
leaving 19.7 million people in
need of basic health care,
according to the UN.

Broken promises
AbdulKhaliq’s daughter, Rua’a,
has cirrhosis of the liver and
needs to be evacuated according
to her doctor. Along with 6,000
other Yemeni children, Rua’a’s
condition cannot be treated in
Yemen and her doctor says she
needs treatment abroad as soon
as possible.”Doctors here don’t
have the capabilities to treat her.
Her health became worse and
worse,” Rua’a’s father told us
with frustration as his voice
breaks mid-sentence. “We do not
know when we’ll get a chance to
get onto a UN flight.”

on the special envoy’s plane, a
diplomatic aircraft with no
medical equipment available
inside. Only 25 of the tens of
thousands of critically ill
Yemenis that need medical
treatment abroad have reached
Jordan as of Friday, February 8.

Dozens of patients board a small
diplomatic United Nations plane at
Sana’a International airport in Yemen,
Feb. 3, 2020. Hani Mohammed | AP

Too little, too late
At the sprawling Khozeimah
Cemetery in Sana’a, a 10-years
old read Quran on his young
mother’s grave and then places
fresh flowers on the dull, gray
stone. His mother had kidney
failure and needed a kidney
transplant abroad. On
Wednesday, she died, just one
week after the second UN flight
to Jordan. For two years, she had
been waiting for a UN flight.
The UN’s air bridge led to
growing disappointment among
Yemeni patients. Many Yemeni
described it as little more than a
public relations move aimed at
improving Saudi Arabia’s image
in the world. If it proceeds at its
current rate, transferring 28
patients a month, it would take
15 years to evacuate all 32,000
patients currently in urgent need
of medical treatment abroad.

According to the Medical
Committee which coordinates
with the UN to evacuate the
most urgent cases, the flights
were scheduled to start on the
third of February for 30 patients
along with their loved ones as
agreed, but recent changes have According to a health official in
distributed this number across Sana’a, at least 250 patients have
died since February 3, when the
four trips.
first air bridge flight took place.
“The first fight was scheduled to Moreover, the number of
start on the third of February, patients who need to evacuate
abroad has rapidly increased,
for 30 patients with their
companions as agreed, but the meaning the gesture is little
Ten days after the UN first
changes distributed this number more than that, and cannot hope
announced the “medical air
to address the deteriorating
on four trips,” the Ministry of
bridge,” which was supposed to Public Health in Sana’a said in a health situation in the country,
be a rare glimpse of hope in the statement. “This to contrary to according to Yemen’s medical
world’s worst humanitarian
officials.
the requirements for medical
crisis, flights have not proceeded evacuations and the Ministry
as planned causing patients and was surprised by the World
Frustrated patients, activists and
their families to lose their last
Health Organization speech that doctors describe the air bridge,
hope of keeping their loved ones included changes in medical
accompanied by all of its media
alive. On the first civilian flight, bridge arrangements and
hype, as a big lie that has no
only seven children were
patient transfer mechanisms.” purpose other than to exacerbate
evacuated to Jordan to treatment
the suffering of patients who
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travel from far-flung districts
and die waiting for a chance to
board one of the UN flights.

coronavirus a “Public Health
Emergency of International
Concern (PHEIC).” What the
WHO has really done and
Since 2015, when the war began, especially the remarks of the
more than 220,000 medical
Director-General, give cause for
patients had been prevented
concern that he is motivated by
from travelling abroad for
something other than world
treatment due to Saudi Arabia’s health.
closure of the Sana’a airport.
Now, at least 300,000 are
There are still many open
suffering from conditions that questions surrounding the
cannot be treated inside the war- outbreak of what is being called
battered Arab country, and need 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019
to evacuate abroad to try to save nCov) that was first noted
their lives.
sometime in December in
Wuhan city in central China. By
January 20 severe cases of
Who is WHO’s about
respiratory disease were
Tedros Adhanom? spreading at such a rate that
Beijing took drastic measures
including cancelling major
social events of the Chinese
New Year celebrations and
imposing a cordon sanitaire
around Wuhan, a city of 11
million on January 23 in a
desperate bid to contain
whatever was spreading. The
quarantine however was
Source: https://journalneo.org/2020/02/18/who-is-who-s- imposed after some 5 million
tedros-adhanom/
residents had reportedly already
left to visit relatives outside in
By F. William Engdahl
the largest holiday in China.
On the surface it appeared that On January 28 Tedros was in
the Director-General of the UN Beijing meeting with President
World Health Organization has Xi Jinping to discuss the
acted swiftly and seriously about situation.
the spreading coronavirus health
emergency spreading across
By the time of Tedros’ January
China. He has gone to meet with 30 declaration that the
Chinese leaders to discuss the
coronavirus situation in China
situation and on January 30,
warranted proclaiming a “Public
after his talks in Beijing and
Health Emergency of
meetings with the WHO
International Concern
advisory body, Tedros Adhanom (PHEIC),” a full week had
Ghebreyesus declared the
passed since the Wuhan
20

lockdown was declared. Such a
public health lockdown had
never in modern times been
attempted. Indeed, on the day
Wuhan was sealed off by the
authorities, Gauden Galea,
WHO China representative, told
Reuters, “The lockdown of 11
million people is unprecedented
in public health history, so it is
certainly not a recommendation
the WHO has made.”
By the time WHO head Tedros
arrived however, the DirectorGeneral had nothing but praise
for the extraordinary measures
being taken by Beijing to
contain and deal with the
situation. Back in WHO Geneva
headquarters Tedros announced
that China is “setting a new
standard” for outbreak response,
he said. “It’s actually doing
more than China is required to
do,” he added. But then he made
the inexplicable statement that
other countries were not
warranted to ban air travel to
China as precaution. He
declared, “It’s not a time for
judgment… This is a time for
solidarity, not stigma,” refusing
to recommend any international
restrictions on travel or trade
with China.
What that should mean is not at
all clear, only that he clearly was
trying to dampen world response
at a critical time. As the leading
international health authority, the
UN WHO carries considerable
influence over national
responses to any such health
danger. This makes Tedros’
condemnation of airline travel
bans more noteworthy. It raises
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the question whether the WHO also chair the Global Fund to
head has an undisclosed agenda. Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and
Malaria that was co-founded by
Who is WHO’s Tedros? the Gates Foundation. The
Global Fund has been riddled
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus with fraud and corruption
scandals.
was voted WHO Director-

Pandemic), sharply and
repeatedly criticized other
countries for allowing air travel
to China to be cut. On February
7 the China Peoples’ Daily
reported Tedros stating, his
disapproval of imposing travel
bans on China, stressing that
General in 2017 replacing the
Today
the
largest
donors
to
the
“such restrictions can have the
controversial Dr Margaret Chan
WHO are the Gates Foundation effect of increasing fear and
of Hong Kong. He is the first
and its associated GAVI Alliance stigma, with little public health
African to head the health
for vaccination. With backers
benefit.”
agency and the first one not a
like
Gates
and
Clinton
it
was
no
medical doctor. According to
Important in containing any
Wikipedia, he got a BA degree surprise that Tedros went on,
in biology at the University of after a stint as Ethiopian Foreign epidemic is taking action very
Minister, to win the post of
early in the detection of the
Asmara in Eritrea. He then
disease.
served in a junior position, at the WHO Director-General, this
despite
being
the
first
nonMinistry of Health under the
physician to hold the position.
Ethiopian Airlines
Marxist dictatorship of
During
Tedros’
three
year
Mengistu. After the fall of
Mengistu in 1991 Tedros went to campaign to win the WHO post There is one country where the
the UK and took a Doctorate of he was charged with having
national air carrier has not cut
covered
up
three
major
Philosophy (PhD) in Community
flights to China to this date—
epidemics of cholera while
Health from the University of
Tedros’ own Ethiopia. Ethiopian
health
minister
in
Ethiopia,
Nottingham in 2000, with a
Airlines continues to fly daily
mislabeling the cases as “acute into Ethiopia from major
doctoral dissertation on “The
watery diarrhea” (AWD)—a
effects of dams on malaria
Chinese cities. At the Addis
symptom
of
cholera—in
an
transmission in Tigray Region,
Ababa airport the passengers are
attempt to play down the
northern Ethiopia.”
only given a minimal
significance of the epidemics,
temperature test, something for a
charges he denied.
He then went on to become
disease with a 14 day incubation
Minister of Health from 2005 to
period is hardly sufficient to
“Don’t stigmatize…” limit the spread of the pathogen
2012 under Prime Minister
Meles Zenawi. There he met
to Africa. While 59 other air
former President Bill Clinton
As reports of the spread of
carriers from 44 different
and began a close collaboration confirmed and suspected cases countries have all grounded their
with Clinton and the Clinton
of the novel coronavirus in other flights to China, Ethiopian
Foundation and its Clinton
countries grew in the past
Airlines insists that it will follow
HIV/AIDS Initiative (CHAI).
several weeks, numerous airlines directives from the World Health
He also developed a close
took the precaution to
Organization and continue its
relation
temporarily cancel their flights daily China flights.
(https://web.archive.org/web/20140307 to and from China. Tedros, while
082238/http://publichealth.yale.edu/ne officially declaring the Wuhan
The entry point for air travel
ws/archive/2011/108272_Bradley-et- novel coronavirus as a “Public between China and Africa is
al_Grand-Strategy-and-GlobalHealth Emergency of
Ethiopia. The Chinese have built
Health-The-Case-of-Ethiopia_FallInternational
Concern
a new airport in Addis Ababa
2011.pdf) with the Bill and
(PHEIC),”
(in
2009
the
WHO
and it is the “gateway” for travel
Melinda Gates Foundation. As
called it a Level 6 Global
between many African countries
health minister, Tedros would
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like Zambia and China.
the politburo of the minority
Ethiopia’s Bole International
Tigray People’s Liberation
airport sees on average 1500
Front, which had ruled Ethiopia
passengers per day arriving from since 1991 with an iron fist. Is
China. There are an estimated
he today more concerned with
one million Chinese working in the financial health of Ethiopian
Africa from Zambia to Nigeria, Airways and the future of China
and Tedros’ Ethiopia is their
investments in his country for
place to enter. The problem is
his party allies than with the
that Ethiopia is an extremely
precautionary principles of
poor country and it, like most of public health in a growing
Africa is ill-prepared to handle international crisis that shows
any outbreak of coronavirus.
little sign of being under
Despite the fact that Ethiopian control? Indeed, now in the past
citizens have protested at the
days Tedros has shown signs of
continuing China air travel risk, growing alarm, noting that the
the government continues to use WHO has seen “concerning
WHO and Tedros’ statements to incidents” of onward spreading
keep business flowing. In an
among people with no history of
alarm signal, the first reported travel to China, noting it “could
case of coronavirus in Botswana be the spark that becomes a
was of an African student who bigger fire.” We must watch
came from China on an
closely to see if that translates
Ethiopian Airlines plane.
into a changed WHO policy
towards not only the China
With the daily traffic through
flights of Ethiopian Airlines.
Ethiopia’s Bole International
Airport of some 1,500 China
passengers the health system of
the country is ill-prepared to
take adequate precautions. It is
one of the poorest countries in
Africa after decades of civil war.
The largest investor by far is
China which sees Ethiopia as a
centerpiece of its African
investment strategy for the Belt
and Road.
Is it because he does not want to
jeopardize that economic
relation that WHO head Tedros
does not pressure his own state
airline to take short-term
precautions by declaring a
moratorium on its China flights?
At the time he was elected to
WHO Tedros was a member of
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